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Credit Services for the Osaifu-Keitai Mobile Payment System
on Open OS Terminals

Smartphones have grown in popularity and their OSs have
been published as open-source. Although open-source soft ware is useful, it is at risk of being attacked based on the dis covery of vulnerabilities by techniques such as reverse engi neering. To run credit services based on our Osaifu-Keitai
mobile payment system on an open-source OS terminal, a
different architecture from that of conventional feature
phones must be used. We have therefore developed a credit
service for open OS terminals that mitigates the impact asso ciating with revisions of existing systems while maintaining
the security level achieved by feature phones.
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author, or source code that has been published
in this way.
*2 Reverse engineering: A process of analyzing the configuration and operation of software
or hardware to clarity manufacturing methods
and operating principles.
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Figure 1 Comparison of the architectures of feature phones and open OS terminals

*3 Contactless IC chip : A semiconductor integrated circuit that exchanges information by
radio communication with an IC card
reader/writer.
®
*4 FeliCa : A contactless IC card technology
developed by Sony Corp. A registered trade -
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*5 iD: “iD” and the “iD” logo are trademarks or
registered trademarks of NTT DOCOMO.
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agement information (IP addresses,
passwords, etc.) is stored on the smart -

*6 Session: A meaningful episode of communication between a server and client. Here, the
sequence of communication involved in writ ing card information is treated as a session.
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Figure 3 Card information writing sequence in a feature phone

following two main functions.

*7 DoS attack: A malicious attack that can
cause a service to stop.
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in the terminal application must be
changed for each card issuer. The

FeliCa chip
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4. Service Image
Figure 5 shows the service image

※ “iD” and the “iD” logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of NTT DOCOMO.

Figure 5 Service image

of credit services implemented on an

*8 Bearer: A communication circuit that trans mits information.
*9 DNS: A system that associates host names and
IP addresses on IP networks.
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open OS terminal, and Figure 6
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shows a screenshot of the terminal
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Figure 6 Terminal application screenshots
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